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Abstract

Software architectures play an important role as an intermediate stage through which system requirements are translated into full scale working system. The idea of what a system does, what it does not, and different concerns and requirements can be negotiated and expressed clearly through the software architecture. Software architectures exist to enhance and provide quality attributes, while they are quality attributes and their required level of achievement which can offer numerous number of software architectures for a single software system.

We believe that the agile approach to architecting is problematic because of agilists’ beliefs about how to architect a software system, and how critical quality attributes are to achieve a stable yet flexible architecture. Through this research we clarify these issues, and discuss consequences of agile architecting on achieved level of quality attributes. We are going to pursue the answer to how to architect to achieve required level of quality attributes, while adopting an agile process.

Keywords Quality Attributes, Software Architecting, Agile Software Development, Refactoring, Clean Architecting, Light Architecting.

1. QUALITY ATTRIBUTES AS BEING ENABLER OF SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURES VARIANCES

Are software architectures there to answer certain quality attributes-related questions? Have we got to care about arrangements and relationships between software components in response to quality attributes-related needs? Have the concept of software architectures emerged after being involved into long era of deficient software resulting from unstructured development? Do software architectures exist to enhance quality attributes of software systems, or they are quality attributes which distinguish software architectures? If the answers to these questions are all “yes”, then there are more questions to ask. Do software architectures emerging through paradigms like agile software development achieve their purpose of reaching a certain level of quality attributes defined through a product’s context and concerns’ analysis? Can we truly offer longevity of a
software product and its ability to absorb frequent changes all over its production time without paying attention to how its architecture is formed to offer quality attributes? To find an answer, we need to begin tackling and defining the relation between a software architecture and quality attributes.

1.1 Criticality of Quality Attributes
The intent of designing the architecture for a system is to transfer system required functionality, quality attributes, business goals, and system context into an intermediate state before being transformed to full-scale developed system. Software architecture is an arrangement of software building blocks into differentiated types, or categories that are grounded in or derived from the problem domain, and the way the software might be used and later adapted as an artefact [1]. This definition mainly referred to system requirements as a main driver of an architecture. Therefore; through architecture creation, architects are supposed to elicit and understand the received requirements so as to reach clear view of what the system should do, and to begin on making decisions that shape how the system will work to achieve desired goals. However, it is emphasized that a software architecture differs from building architecture in that it can’t be limited to one structure [2]. In civil engineering, structure is one category of the architecture; while in software engineering, a system can have thousands of forms, which differ in quality attributes satisfaction levels, not in the functionality associated and achieved through these forms. If it were only about functionality, a software system would have been composed of a single module with no internal structure [2]. Functionality drives the initial decomposition of a system architecture into a set of components that together perform the functions of the system [3], but it is the mapping of a system’s functionality into software structures that determines the architecture’s support for quality [2]. A quality attribute is a constraint on the manner in which the system implements and delivers its functionality [4]. Systems are redesigned not only due to functionality dissatisfaction, but also due to lack of consideration of quality attributes like security, performance, maintainability, and reliability [2]. Quality attributes are advanced to functionality considerations, and this can be argued for by the idea [3] that one of the motivations for creating an architectural design (addressing quality attributes) before detailed design (addressing functionality) and coding is to enable improving, measuring, observing the quality of the system, and predicting whether the system to be built will exhibit certain quality attributes while addressing risks and potential defects earlier where they are cheaper, easier, and faster to fix. At the same time, software architecting is a major strategy for enhancing quality attributes of software systems [1]. Architecture plays a central role in realizing many qualities in a system. While we believe that an architecture embodies decisions about quality priorities and tradeoffs, and represents an early opportunity to evaluate these decisions, it is argued that an architecture provides only the foundation for achieving quality; but without paying attention to the details, this foundation will be in vain [2].

1.2 Challenges Associated With Quality Attributes’ Specification
Considering, expressing, and evaluating quality attributes is not an easy mission. Challenges of adopting quality attributes can be categorized into two paths, so as to enable recognizing how to consider and deal with a system’s desired quality attributes. A path or a category is about what these quality attributes are, and the other is about how they are considered into a system. The first category is related to the natural characteristics of quality attributes themselves. Many quality attributes naturally have architectural and non-architectural aspects. Performance, for example, has architectural aspects like functionality allocation to components, and communication between components; while it has non-architectural aspects like the choice of algorithms to achieve functionality, and how these algorithms are coded [2]. Ignoring this confusing nature of quality attributes raises many pressures and challenges, like the difficulty of ensuring that a specific quality attribute has stemmed of nontechnical issues [4]. Much attention should be paid to architectural and non-architectural aspects of a quality attribute so as to decide how to handle it while it is affecting other attributes.

Whether positively or negatively, quality attributes affect each other. So they cannot be handled in isolation. While making an architectural design decision, interactions between quality attributes
should be put into consideration, and a decision is to be made based on affected and interacting quality attributes relative priorities. Conflicts between quality attributes should be discovered as early as possible, and desired quality attributes achievement levels should be available early so as to help make a decision about a certain quality attribute preference whenever a conflict exists. However, this depends on how a development team handles quality attributes; and this is shown through the second category of challenges in dealing with quality attributes.

Another challenge that stems from natural characteristics of quality attributes is how to measure and evaluate an architecture’s achievement of certain quality attributes. This challenge is due to that many quality attributes are qualitative in nature, rather than being quantitative [3]. For example, a software system into operation can be tested for its performance by quantitative measures, while maintainability of a system should be observed and reasoned about through qualitative measures like questionnaires. Considering a qualitative or a quantitative quality attribute for assessment is critical to deciding when to carry out an evaluation phase.

The second category of challenges is related to how quality attributes are handled through the development process, and where they are located into development participants’ consideration. There is a wide agreement that modelling methods are weak in representing quality attributes [3], and that architectural analysis techniques focusing on quality attributes are rare [4]. This drives software architects to deal with quality attributes with an informal process [2]. However, informal and incomplete specifications of quality attributes increase dependability on the architect to fill in blanks and mediate the conflicts, and increases possibilities of redesigning the system to meet missed quality attributes. It is confirmed that quality, cost, and schedule are not independent as poor quality affect cost, and schedule [5].

Another challenge stems from that architects and developers—especially agilists—tend to deal with quality attributes as an afterthought [4]. This was attributed to the development team’s attention to business stakeholders rather than technical ones, and to the team’s belief that some quality attributes don’t have direct impact on the cost-benefit for a system [6]. Business stakeholders won’t be able to ask questions other than those about functionality, and they won’t be aware of these questions that can help in analyzing and assessing the desired system’s architecture [3]. The way of handling quality attributes raises technical future risks which if not handled early, they can break the system, and consequently will impact the cost-benefit of obtaining and operating the system threatened. It is argued that the costs for maintaining and extending an application will account for most of the cost of the application over its lifetime [3].

Agilists architect software in a way that exposures resulting architectures to risks associated with the challenges defined through this section. We are going to explain this more through the coming sections.

2. THE AGILE WAY TO TACKLE QUALITY ATTRIBUTES

Agilists regard architecting in light of traditional development as being associated with heavy-weighted practices which don’t yield value on the short term. Of course we are totally against these beliefs, but it is out of scope to discuss and argue about how far these claims from reality. What we are concerned about here is to discuss architecting practices that agilists use and have influence on quality attributes. The main agile techniques to tackle quality attributes are architectural spiking, and refactoring. Architectural spiking is about implementing a feature that the development team believe to be exposed to and affected by the highest number of architectural design decisions. We believe architectural spikes are not efficient at evaluating architecture design decisions, because those decisions were originally made to satisfy certain quality attribute concerns. Quality attributes cross-cut a software architecture, while quality attribute concerns differ across various parts of an architecture. To take a vertical slice of an architecture as a means to judge the level of achievement of a quality attribute, while knowing that this quality attribute would be heterogeneous across the whole architecture; this doesn’t seem to be a viable way to evaluate an architecture’s conformance to its basic role. Agilists claim
they do only practices that add value, and we strongly believe conducting architectural spikes is a practice that missed its basic value. Agilists use architectural refactoring to make high-level changes to achieve quality attributes. However, not all quality attributes such as security can be accommodated later in implementation through refactoring [9]. Some quality attributes’ components and mechanisms must be designed early in the life cycle. Issues associated with the way agilists handle changes through architectural refactorings and these issues’ implications are explored through the coming section.

Agilists believe in simplifying design to achieve a barely good enough design to begin with. The point here is that while software architecture is believed to be the magical work for achieving system qualities such as performance, security, and maintainability [7], agilists consider designing for system qualities to be heavy work about unforeseen changes, and this work should be eliminated if not avoided. While adopting this attitude; they ignore foreseen changes that would come up on the long term. As a consequence; agile methods are accused of ignoring quality attributes such as reliability, scalability and changeability [8]. As change is inevitable, mechanisms should be employed to enable software to smoothly be adapted to changing circumstances in the development game.

3. AGILE ARCHITECTURAL REFACTORINGS: INTENDED TO PROVIDE A CHANCE, AND RESULTING IN A THREAT

Adding quality attributes through a software system’s life cycle introduces new requirements, thus it can be considered some sort of perfective changes because they introduce new requirements and they aim at non-functional optimizations [10]. Lientz et al. –as cited in [10]- reported that 60.3% of the maintenance effort was categorized as perfective. This percentage is close to the results reported by Mockus & Votta’s study [11] conducted which concluded that perfective changes accounted for 45% of all the modification requests. The challenges accompanying quality attributes’ accommodation -whether these challenges are in general or are attributed to the usage of agile methodologies in software development- have resulted in having perfective changes to be of the highest percentage of the total maintenance efforts. The study conducted in [11] revealed that perfective changes -as well as being the highest to add more lines of code- are more time consuming than adaptive and corrective changes.

To study a change’s implications on cost and schedule; the proposed change shouldn’t be attached only to the code level. Instead, and with the aid of a big picture of the system under consideration; a proposed change should be studied at a global level rather than being localized only at the code level. A proposed change to code shan’t be left till it violates the principal architectural design decisions that govern the application. In the way of identifying how change can affect a system’s architecture, practitioners [4] tried to borrow some architectural concepts from physical buildings’ literature. They were inspired by Stewart Brand’s Shearing Layers of change. Brand categorized elements that make up a building into six categories. Brand’s layers of change [4]:

1. **Site**: the geographical setting, and legally defined lot.

2. **Structure**: the foundation and load-bearing elements which are expensive to change.

3. **Skin**: exterior surfaces; they change so frequently to keep up with technology or for repair.

4. **Services**: the working guts of a building like electrical wiring.

5. **Space plan**: the interior layout; like doors, and floors.

6. **Stuff**: all the things that can be changed on a daily to monthly basis.
This categorization is organized in a manner that reflects the velocity and the hardness of changing the elements classified, from the slower and harder to change to the faster and easier.

Practitioners tried to make benefit of this categorization in software [4]. According to [4], the site layer in software denotes the usage context which may be an organization; the structure layer denotes the software system architecture as it identifies a system’s load-bearing elements; the skin layer denotes user interfaces; the stuff layer may denote user settings. We believe that grouping elements by their similar change rates can help separate concerns, localize changes, and hence increase a software systems’ responsiveness to changes. Such categorization can aid in identifying the necessary techniques to apply a given change, as well as the time and cost to achieve it [4]. Adhering to these groupings, it can be concluded that changes to software system architecture are to be the most expensive, difficult, and complex to implement.

Besides the important role an architecture plays in preparing for how the system will change and in localizing the effects of change, the profound changes to a system’s architecture are induced by quality attributes’ accommodation [4]. As mentioned before, agilists use refactoring as a main technique for adding quality attributes late in development lifecycle. Refactoring to introduce or modify quality attributes can imply modifying a component’s internal specification; for example, introducing new components to increase performance implies changes to connectors [4]. Therefore, the consequences of making changes that can affect architecture elements – especially those resulting from making changes to accommodate quality attributes- should be studied carefully. Quality attributes are prevailing and affecting huge portions of code and functionality, thus modifying quality attributes is believed to be costly [7]. Not accommodating these changes early in the development process is sufficient to tear down the myth of having better quality using agile methods.

Frequent non-systemic modifications to requirements can result in architectural degradation, which leads to a mismatch between the actual functions of the system and its original design [12], and subsequently upgrades and fixes become expensive to implement. This case is called architectural erosion [11]. Architectural erosion is defined as the regressive deviance of an application from its original intended architecture resulting from successive changes [4]. Architectural erosion leads to increasing resistance to change and subsequently high cost of maintenance [13]. Architectural degradation causes are mainly mapped to late-lifecycle changes which are considered to be the most crucial, risky, and expensive when they are changes to requirements [12]. Therefore, the earlier to make changes is the better, and the earlier to consider quality attributes is the best. The difficulty, the choice of suitable technique, and the cost of supporting a given change are all deeply influenced by the development level at which a change is implemented [4]. As a result, late-lifecycle refactorings affecting the architecture of a software system are considered to be the most risky and expensive changes.

Among the important triggers of architectural refactoring are architectural smells which are believed to be negatively impacting system quality [14]. Architecture violations are considered to be the main architectural smells’ type for which architectural refactorings are carried out [15]. This way we can conclude that refactoring to overcome certain architecture violations is likely to produce other architecture violations, and even they can be of a greater number than the ones these refactorings were carried out to overcome. Therefore, refactoring to reduce or eliminate an architectural smell can be risky and complex [14]: as it requires decisions that seem to be local while they have broad effects and involve uncertain consequences. The problem is more complex and risky in case of the absence of a well-defined architecture, and this may be the case while adopting an agile method in software development.

Architectural refactoring effectiveness for achieving quality is another issue that rises here. Architectural refactoring is effective in increasing an application’s maintainability and consequently reducing costs [15]. However, architectural refactoring's effect on other quality attributes like performance, and security should be considered as well. Also, mutual influences of quality attributes and sometimes conflicts are critical aspects to be considered. Not all quality...
attributes can be achieved in the same time; their achievement is proportional and they can’t be treated in isolation of each other. Thus for example, refactoring to increase performance can affect reliability negatively, and so on.

We believe that architectural refactoring can alter a product’s perceived behavior whenever these refactorings are conducted to incorporate quality attributes. This claim sounds reasonable as long as the main aim of refactoring is to alter internal structure without changing external behaviour, and it also raises critical questions about the viability of refactoring –in the context of agile development- to leverage a system’s architecture and alter it later to insert missed quality attributes. Refactoring to fix architectural problems was firmly emphasized to be inefficient [16]. Refactoring, as considered to be a small activity with limited effect, is almost a local activity, whereas architecture is a global concern.

The discussion above highlights two issues; the first is that the need for spending some time planning architecture upfront is not something to be ignored. The second issue is that depending on refactoring to bring good code structure and hoping that code units together will form a good architecture that will stand and accommodate all upcoming changes won’t be a viable development strategy in most cases.

4. SALVATION THROUGH CLEAN LIGHT ARCHITECTING

It is now clear that the way software architectures developed in the context of agile development is deficient regarding how quality attributes are accommodated. Agile architecting begins with overlooking quality attributes’ accommodation and ends with risky and expensive pursuit. Problems discussed through this research are the main inspiration for our suggested recipe here to achieve a framework to architect in the context of agile software development. The ingredients of the proposed recipe are clean architecting; light architecting.

• **Clean Architecting:** actually the morals of this trend are similar to those which triggered clean coding. Clean coding aims at enabling readability of code and hence backward tracing of a solution. This is exactly the same aim of clean architecting. A clear rationale of architectural decisions whenever being traceable through an architecture would guide through highlighting architecturally significant requirements (ASRs). These ASRs include functional requirements, quality attribute requirements, design constraints, and any requirement that can influence architectural design decisions made to form an architecture. Clean coding aims at facilitating testing and discovering refactoring positions. We argue that clean architecting is about providing forward traceability of potential changes to be conducted. As changes are irresistible for an agile software system, and -as explained- changes have critical effects on architecture; there is a need to conduct change impact analysis. Change impact analysis is about analyzing potential consequences of changing a factor, component, connector, configuration upon other components, connectors, configurations, or upon the quality attribute achieved through the previous state before change. Change impact analysis also enables defining potential conflicts between various quality attributes. This way, clean architecting should also enable early evaluation of architectural design decisions; and this is aligned with agile software development mindset which encourages short feedback cycles and early changes’ discovery.

• **Light Architecting:** it complements and enables clean architecting. To enable architecting while saving agile values, a light architecting process should be revolving around creating an initial minimal architecture at the preproduction or chartering level of a product development process, and leaving non-critical architectural decisions -that are more potential to changes and aren’t about cross-cutting decisions- to be made incrementally and iteratively at the release and iteration levels. This highlights again the need for impact analysis to decide which decisions can affect a broader portion of software features. To eliminate the gap between customer requirements captured informally and architectures which are believed to be captured explicitly; software architects should be involved through the development life process. This way we can consider software architecting as a continuous process which is about role collaboration, and
which enables collaboration and communication among team members. Communicating “what a software product is” is a basic moral of architecting. Therefore; choosing the suitable way to share information among team members and to keep it for further usage, is purely a team free choice. This way we can consider informal diagrams on a whiteboard to be a viable document. Light architecting facilitates developing clean architectures thanks to two reasons. First, time constraints which result in dirty architecting are halted through incremental and iterative architecting. Second, when architecting becomes a shared responsibility among team members, it is easier to increase learning curve and enable making benefit of all team members’ skills; therefore, there is more possibility to come up with a clean architecture.

A few approaches were suggested to overcome the absence of a mechanism to create flexible yet static architectures in the context of agile development. Most of suggested approaches revolve around systematizing and providing a context for conducting architectural refactorings. Among these approaches are developer stories writing [17], and Continuous Architectural Refactoring (CAR) & Real Architecture Qualification (RAQ) [18]. These approaches are criticized for accrediting refactoring as the only way to introduce quality attributes in resulting architectures, while ignoring the need for designing initial architectures upfront depending on careful analysis of concerns about quality attributes.

To achieve clean light architecting while planning for quality attributes in the context of agile software development, we suggest an architecting process which is comprised of a hybrid of three complementing methods. The first is Quality Attribute Workshop (QAW), because it facilitates capturing quality attribute requirements through collaborative brainstorming sessions, in the form of scenarios which is light enough to be placed into the product backlog. This way we argue this method is qualified to be integrated into a development process obtaining the agile mindset. The second method is Attribute-Driven Design (ADD), because it enables developing an initial architecture incrementally based on quality attributes. The initial version will be based on highest priority requirements, and it will evolve through product development releases and iterations till the architecture reaches its final form. This way ADD also enables incorporation of requirements changes as they come up. ADD contains checkpoints where design is checked for being consistent with customer requirements. The third method is Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM), which is a collaborative architecture evaluation method which early detection of architectural design decisions which are inconsistent with customer requirements. This method facilitates discovering conflicts and tradeoff points between quality attributes, and risks that can results whenever an architectural design decision is changed. This way, change impact analysis is facilitated and a team can be aware of their architectural decisions implications on various quality attributes. A proposed framework to achieve clean light architecting is under development and will be demonstrated in upcoming papers.

Considering quality attributes early while designing translates into business value, and we know that agile teams are pursuing business value in all their decisions and practices. By designing for including quality attributes right from the beginning, resulting architecture is shaped around a long term goal rather than short-sighted goals; besides, the number of architectural refactorings that would be needed over time is expected to be reduced. Agile methods would be more qualified for developing safety-critical systems, where performance and reliability are a must. Agile teams won’t be able to go for large-scale products without an architecture that offers maintainability, reusability, scalability, interoperability, and other quality attributes that can be achieved through having a light clean architecture developed incrementally and iteratively.

5. CONCLUSION
Agile architects should advocate a development culture that values making architectural design decisions based on careful analysis of requirements and give a due care to quality attribute requirements in advance, especially that they do not change as rapidly as functional requirements. There is also a need for analyzing resulting architecture carefully to assess its adoption of needed quality attributes, and to deal with conflicts between several qualities at the earliest possible development level. Planning for quality attributes in advance not only prevents
problems of missed quality attributes and implications of redesigning a system to incorporate these quality attributes, but also provides a more stable basis for the architectural design as well. Planning an architecture based on quality attributes while keeping the process light and agile is not a myth. Comprising an architecting process which harmonizes both clean and light architecting is a dream that can be easily achieved if architecting and agile development morals are well-absorbed and tackled.
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Abstract

Most of the novice programmers find glitches at various phases while trying to complete a program in their Computer Science programming course. These phases can be while constructing the code, finding errors in the code at the time of compilation of the program, debugging these errors while executing the program. Novice programmers are unable to understand some of the concepts in programming. Computer Science programming course instructors are experiencing difficulty in finding these barriers faced by the students. These barriers are forcing students to drop programming course from their degree plan and becoming a concern to the professors teaching programming course. In this research ActivePresenter software is used. This software recorded the full motion video with crystal clear quality and helped in capturing screen shots automatically with a click of a mouse or pressing any key on the keyboard of the students who are trying to complete a programming assignment. By analyzing all the recordings collected from different students, these barriers are determined.

Keywords: Novice Programmer, Programming Barrier, Programming Education.

1. INTRODUCTION

Computer Science education researchers have tried since the 1980s to find how the Computer Science professors can effectively serve their students. Computer Science students who are considered as novice programmers registering in introductory programming courses are facing difficulties in programming and dropping from the course after attending few lecture classes. Computer Science programming instructors are facing difficulty in recognizing these barriers.

Purpose

The main purpose of this research is to find the barriers faced by the novice programmers. These barriers are considered to be challenges to the computer science programming instructors.

Method

All the students are given a C programming assignment to complete in one hour in the computer lab. While students are trying to complete the given assignment, their computer screens are automatically recorded in video. These video files, which record student’s activity on the assignments, are analyzed and the barriers are determined.
The method used for determining these barriers is categorized into three stages.

Stage 0: Before Experiment Conducted
  - Identifying a problem
  - Preparing Classified Barriers
  - Preparing questions to be asked to students
  - IRB approval
  - Setup experiments
  - Find and invite novice programmer students
  - Setup video recording on the computer lab

Stage 1: At the time of experiment
  - Give an instruction to the students get consent to attend this experiment
  - Recording the screen of the students trying to complete programming assignment

Stage 2: After the experiment
  - Analyzing the recordings of each student individually
  - Finding the barriers
  - Classifying each barrier

Result
By thoroughly analyzing the recorded data, all the barriers faced by the Novice programmers are determined. And even the concepts which the Novice programmers face difficulty in understanding are also determined.

1.1 About C Programming
C language is the most popular and widely used programming language. Dennis Ritchie developed C language between 1969 and 1973. Most of the other programming languages are derived directly or indirectly from C language. C is sometimes considered as “High-Level assembly language”.

1.2 Novice Programmer
Any person, who is a beginner in programming, is called a Novice Programmer. In this research, freshmen students who have knowledge about C programming which is one of the courses in their previous semester are considered to be novice programmers.

2. RELATED WORK AND SUMMARY OF REFERENCES
2.1 Background
Previously, several studies have been done to understand the behavior of a Novice programmer. One such study is [1], the authors estimate the final grade of the student based on how the students do their respective lab assignments and how they react to errors they face while programming [3]. Authors have recorded the data affective states and behavioral states of the students. Then, they applied the linear regression using each behavioral activity and affective activity. In this study, the teaching assistants collected the data by periodically observing the activities of each student.

The authors [5] have developed a syntax error preprocessing and integrated semantic system that helps novice programmers to decipher the compile-time error messages. By this system, novice programmers stress more on issues related to design rather than issues related to implementation. All the syntax errors that are checked are collected by a survey [6]–[7] of former and current teaching instructors. There are discrepancies observed between the errors identified by the instructors and the errors encountered by the students. In this paper, the authors have developed a real-time system with machine controlled error collection that records a hundred percent of java errors in a database. All the errors encountered by the students, faculty, and users using this IDE are collected in the database. Hence in this paper, it is concluded that there are
five errors. The instructors have identified that those errors are also collected by the automated system. The system also verified that there are discrepancies between error encountered by students and errors identified by instructors. And through the use of this system, most common errors faced by Novice programmers are also identified.

The authors [11] claim that there are many big gaps brought by present methods of programming education in understanding programming by novice programmers. Due to these big gaps, the novice programmers are losing confidence in continuing with the programming course. Hence to reduce these big gaps the authors have introduced an AtoP method. In this method, novice programmers are given a checklist along with the programming assignment. This checklist consists of small exercises, which help students to write source code for the assignment. Teaching assistants help students [12-15] to complete all the small exercises in the checklist along with the programming assignment. The authors have also developed a site called AtoP which records all the results from interactive assessments of Novice programmers. Novice programmers can retrieve their data at any time. With this AtoP method the big gaps for students are reduced.

2.2 Recording Programmers’ Activity
For recording the activity of programmer in the computer, software for recording the screen of the student is required. Once software is started, it starts recording the screen of the students so that all the activities of students can be recorded. This data is saved in video format.

3. RESEARCH QUESTION
3.1 Problem
Many of the novice programmers take C programming as their Computer Science programming course. But some students are dropping this course after attending few lecture classes. Students who are continuing with the course are facing difficulties in the subject. Some students are easily able to complete their assignments on their own. On the other hand, some students are unable to complete given assignments on their own and instead, they take the help of their Instructor or Teaching Assistants to complete their assignments.

3.2 Goal
The goal is to find the specific phases or activities in the programming course where the novice programmers find difficulty in understanding and also implementing some C programming concepts in their program. Once the instructor finds the part or activity of the program where the novice programmer is facing problems, the instructor can guide the students to overcome this problem.

3.3 Hypothesis
The main hypothesis that is expected before the start of the research is that most of the barriers faced by the students are conceptual barriers rather than basic programming barriers.

Main concept oriented barriers can be as follows:

• Loops
  The barriers that can be faced in loops are understanding the concept of loops, understanding syntax, format, working, and control flow of program in for, while and do-while loops.

• Nested statements
  The barriers that can be faced in nested statements are understanding the concept of nested statements if, else-if and nested-if statements. Understanding syntax, format, control flow of program in these statements. Novice programmers cannot understand when if block statements are executed and when the else block is executed.
Switch concepts
The barriers that Novice programmers can face in switch concept are the format of switch statement, the syntax, defining each case in switch statement, and understanding the control flow of program.

Arrays concepts
The barriers that Novice programmers can face in the concept of arrays are initialization of arrays, addressing any particular element in an array and conditions for applying basic arithmetic operations to arrays.

Concept of functions
The barriers faced by Novice programmers in the concept of functions are defining a function and if the function has arguments, passing arguments to that function and calling the function.

Files concepts
The barriers faced by Novice programmers in files concept can be initializing a variable to the file, accessing data present in the file, and reading or writing data from a file.

The basic programming barriers can be as follows:
• Header files declaration
Declaring header files correctly can be a barrier to Novice programmers. This comes under basic programming barrier because in every programming code, header files have to be declared.

• Syntax errors
Writing correct syntax is a necessity for all the concepts in C programming. Since every concept has particular syntax, writing correct syntax is a basic programming barrier for novice programmers.

• Basic programming format
Writing basic format of programming can also be one of the barriers faced by Novice Programmer.

4. METHOD
This approach is implemented on Under-Graduate students of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Department of Frank H. Dotterwhich College of Engineering at Texas A & M University - Kingsville who have taken Computer Science as their major studies.

In order to collect the screen recordings of students and analyze their recorded videos, an approval from Institutional Review Board (IRB) granted by the office of Research and Sponsored Programs at Texas A & M University – Kingsville is required because humans are considered as subjects in this research.

The students who participated in this approach were asked to sign and agree a consent form that was approved by IRB. Some of the important points from the consent form are as follows:

• Students do not get any benefits if they participate in this research
• Students can back out from participation at any moment
• Students agree to record their screen while they are completing their programming assignment
• Students agree to review their screen recording
• All the students participating in this experiment are above 18 years of age.
Twenty students came forward to participate in the experiment. Six different programming assignments were prepared and one randomly selected assignment among these six assignments was given to each student.

Six programming assignments cover different topics of C programming. The assignments were based on following C programming concepts:

- *if and nested-if* statements
- Iteration concepts (using *for* or *while* or *do-while*)
- *switch* statements
- files (manipulating data in files using C programming)
- functions (defining a function, calling that function and passing arguments to function)
- arrays (applying mathematical operations to arrays)

The categorization of each programming assignment distributed to each student in the respective programming concepts is explained in the Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Programming Concepts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program 1</td>
<td><em>if and nested-if</em> statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program 2</td>
<td>Iteration concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program 3</td>
<td><em>switch</em> statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program 4</td>
<td>Files concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program 5</td>
<td>Functions concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program 6</td>
<td>Arrays concepts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1:** Categorization of Each Programming Assignment In The Respective Programming Concepts.

Students are given one hour to complete their programming assignment. Each student is assigned with one computer system in a one-to-one student to computer ratio in the Computer Laboratory.

The basic method of approach can be categorized into three different categories. They are as follows:

- Collecting data
- Method of collecting data
- Analyzing data

The control flow of these three categories can be represented as follows:

![Collecting Data → Method of Collecting Data → Analyzing Data](image-url)

**FIGURE 1:** Control Flow of Method.

The detailed procedure of these three categories is explained below.

**4. 1 Collecting Data**

All the students from the Computer Science programming course who are interested in taking part in this research are given a C programming assignment. Students have to complete these programming assignments in the lab. Data is collected while the students are working on their
programming assignment. Data is collected individually from each novice programmer. The data collected is the screen recordings of the students.

4.2 Method of Collecting Data
The data is collected by video recording and saved in video format. For Screen Recording no external hardware is required, as the software itself can record the screen of the novice programmers and the recorded data is saved in video format.

The software used to record the computer screen was ActivePresenter Free Edition Version 3.7.2 (Released 01.08.2013). It is a product of Atomi Systems, Inc. This software records the full motion video with crystal clear quality. This software also helps in capturing screenshots automatically with a click of mouse or by pressing any key on the keyboard. With this software, the collected data, which is in video format, can be exported to various other video formats like AVI, MP4, WMV, WebM.

Students use Dev C++ 4.9.9.2 version as their IDE (Integrated Developing Environment) for C programming. Dev C++ is used as IDE for both C and C++ Programming.

4.3 Analyzing Data
The assembled data is processed for analysis. The screen recording of each student is taken one at a time and properly analyzed.

Whenever any ambiguity is found, which is, when there is a long pause in student’s programming activity, it means that student is facing some problem in writing further programming code. This pause can be starting from two minutes to any amount of time. This problem can be one of the barriers faced by the novice programmer.

Once the student completes programming code and tries to execute the program, compile time errors are found. When the student is unable to rectify these compile time errors, this can be considered as barrier faced by the novice programmer.

After the program is compiled, the student executes the program and gets unexpected output. This can also be considered as one of the barriers faced by the novice programmer.

Once all the barriers faced by the students are observed, then the programming code of the students is analyzed and the mistakes made by the student in their programming code are noted.

Later, how the student overcomes these barriers is observed. Students are allowed to utilize online resources by browsing the Internet and trying to correct their programming code.

This process is carried out for each individual student recording.

![FIGURE 2: Classification of Barriers.](image-url)
5. RESULTS

Out of twenty students who have participated in the experiment, screen recordings of only 16 students are collected. The rest of the four students recordings were not properly recorded and could not be used for the research purpose.

There are different problems that students faced while they were trying to complete their programming assignment. The problems faced by these novice programmers are mentioned in the following paragraphs.

Header Files

Header Files must be declared in all the programming code; hence the total number of students participated for this barrier are sixteen. And four students have made mistakes while declaring header files. Figure 3 indicates wrong declaration of header files.

Thinking for logic

Logic is required for writing any programming code; therefore, the total number of students participated in this barrier are sixteen. Four students have taken time to think logically for writing programming code.

Variables

Every programming code needs to have variables. These variables have to be declared with specific data types according to their usage in programming code; hence the total number of students participating in this barrier are sixteen. Three students declared wrong data types to the variables. One student did not assign data type to the variables. Another student is unable to use variables correctly in the program. Figure 3 indicates wrong declaration of variables.

printf and scanf

Every programming code that displays any output in the output screen has printf statements and every programming code that takes data from the user contains scanf statements. The total numbers of students participating in this barrier are sixteen. Two students were unable to write correct syntax for both printf and scanf statements. And four students were unable to write correct syntax for scanf statements. Out of four students, two students could not use scanf correctly. One student did not know how to take data given by the user and did not know the concept of scanf. Figure 3 indicates wrong declaration of printf and scanf.
Zero level
For this barrier, the knowledge of all the students is considered; hence the total number of students participating in this barrier are sixteen. Four students were unable to write basic programming code. Out of these four, two students tried to browse the Internet but were unable to understand the programming code found on the Internet.

Usage of Internet
All of the students were permitted to use the Internet for online resources to get basic syntax or any other programming related data from the Internet. Three students used online resources to get basic syntax and basic programming code. Out of these three, two students were able to complete their assignment successfully.

if and nested if
Three students got program1, which contained the concepts of if and nested-if statements. One student was unable to write conditional statements and could not use multiple if statements and put all if conditions in printf statements.

Iteration concept
Three students got program2, which contained the iteration concepts. All the students who got the programming assignment with iteration concept faced barriers. Two students faced difficulties in initializing the loop. One student got confused between the syntax of for loop and while loop and was unable to write looping statements. Another student completed his programming code but did not get the correct output and tried to manipulate code on variables in the code, but was unable to trace on which variable the operations were carried out. Figure 4 indicates wrong usage of while loop.

Switch concept
Three students got program3, which contained the switch concepts. All the three students were unable to define the switch statements and switch syntax and used Internet resources for format and syntax. Figure 5 indicates wrong declaration of switch statement.
Files concept
Two students got program4, which contained the concepts of files. There was only one student who faced difficulty in writing programming code and did not know the concept of files. Screen shot 4 indicates wrong usage of files concept.

Functions concept
Three students got program5, which contained the concepts of functions. Two students faced difficulties in function’s concept. Out of these two, one student did not know the concept of functions and completed the program without using functions. The other student made mistakes while defining a function and was unable to call function with arguments.

Arrays concept
Two students got program6, which contained the concepts of arrays and both students were able to complete their programming assignment successfully. There were no barriers faced by the students in the arrays concept. These were the barriers that were observed from the students programming recordings.
At the end of the experiment, it was observed that seven students out of sixteen students who participated in the experiment were able to complete their programming assignments successfully. Five students partially completed their assignment, and four students were in level zero and were unable to write the basic code.

![Program Completion](image)

**FIGURE 7**: Pie Chart Representing Students to Program Completed.

There are 29 barriers that are observed in this research. Out of these 29, 19 barriers are basic programming based barriers and 10 are conceptual based barriers.

![Barriers](image)

**FIGURE 8**: Pie chart of Barriers.
Table 2 represents the summarized list of all the barriers that are observed, the number of students who have faced these barriers, and the total number of students who were involved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>Number of Students facing Barriers</th>
<th>Total Number of Students Participating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Header files</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinking about logic</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variables</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues with printf &amp; scanf</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero level</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage of Internet</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if and nested-if</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteration concept</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>switch concept</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Files concept</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functions concept</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2: Classification of All Barriers.

6. CONCLUSION

In this research, all the glitches that novice programmers face at different phases while completing a program in their Computer Science Programming course are determined. Also, the C programming concepts that novice programmers find difficulty in understanding and implementing in their C programming code are also determined.

After the successful completion of this research, it is found that the hypothesis predicted before the start of this research is proved to be wrong. The predicted hypothesis at the start of this research is that most of the barriers faced by the novice programmers would be conceptual barriers than basic programming barriers. But after the research, it is proved that most of the barriers faced by novice programmers are basic programming barriers, rather than conceptual barriers.

The reason why most of the students drop from programming course can also be found out. This study even helps the programming instructors to teach C programming concepts in a more effective manner [16].

For future studies, the activities of the Novice Programmers while trying to complete the given assignment are also recorded with the help of an external video recorder. By this recording the facial gestures of the Novice Programmers is collected and, their behavioral states [1,18-21] can be determined. And with this recording, the other external resources that Novice Programmers use to overcome the barriers faced by them [17] are determined. These external resources can be referring to a Text Book or, referring to their classroom notes, or by taking help from their friend, or by taking help from Teaching Assistants.
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Abstract

.NET architecture was introduced by Microsoft as a new software development environment based on components. This architecture permits for effortless integration of classical distributed programming paradigms with Web computing. .NET describes a type structure and introduces ideas such as component, objects and interface which form the vital foundation for distributed component-based software development. Just as other component frameworks, .NET largely puts more emphasis on functional aspects of components. Non-functional interfaces including CPU usage, memory usage, fault tolerance and security issues are however not presently implemented in .NET’s constituent interfaces. These attributes are vital for developing dependable distributed applications capable of exhibiting consistent behavior and withstanding faults.

Keywords: Aspect Oriented Programming, Cross Cutting Concerns.

1. INTRODUCTION

Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) is a new development technology that permits separation of crosscutting concerns that have in the past proved difficult to implement using object oriented programming (OOP). According to [4], AOP is an elegant and simple construct with the ability of really altering the manner in which we develop software. It is a way of performing arbitrary code orthogonal to the primary purpose of a module, with the purpose bettering the encapsulation and reuse of the arbitrarily invoked code and the target module. Crosscutting concerns exists in most large systems; however, in others, the system may be redesigned to convert the crosscutting into an object. For aspect oriented programming though, the assumption is that crosscutting concerns exists in systems by default and cannot be transformed out of the system design.

1.1. Crosscutting Concerns

AOP divides crosscutting concerns into single parts referred to as aspects. An aspect represents a modular part of crosscutting implementation. Under AOP, we initially implement a project using an object oriented language such as Java or C# then independently handle crosscutting concerns by implementing aspects. In the end, an aspect weaver is used to integrate the both the code and the aspect into an executable file.

Component based programming is a simplistic method to compose systems out of units having contractually precise boundaries and unequivocal context dependencies. Since software components are developed by third parties, they can be deployed autonomously. Several distributed component frameworks exits including; Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM), .NET framework among others. Despite the fact
that the implementation of intricate distributed systems is considerably simplified by these frameworks, there is limited support for techniques such as fault tolerance, reliability and security. Fault tolerance expansion for components needs to substitute abstraction and encapsulation with the execution explicit knowledge concerning a component’s internal timing performance, memory usage, CPU usage, and communication and access models.

AOP is best illustrated by example, the best one being event logging [20]. Let us say you have a class Foo and you want to write to a log file every time a particular system is called for auditing purposes or rudimentary performance statistics. You may normally write code like the following to meet this requirement:

```csharp
public class Foo
{
    protected EventLog eventLog;
    public Foo()
    {
        eventLog = new EventLog(); // create an event log
        eventLog.Source = "Foo Application"; // Name a Source
    }
    public void bar()
    {
        eventLog.WriteEntry("Bar method begin");
        // do bar()
        eventLog.WriteEntry("Bar method end");
    }
}
```

Is there anything incorrect with this code? Historically, nothing is really incorrect. However, this is just because we are accustomed to writing codes like that. It is considered okay to incorporate EventLog code in the Foo class because before AOP there was no method of logging events without clearly calling event logging code from inside the class itself [12]. However, with the arrival of AOP, the code above would in fact be interpreted as very wrong, virtually prohibitive to incorporate in a Foo class. This is because everyone appreciates what should be integrated in a Foo class i.e. bar methods and not logging. Therefore, if the above was to be accomplished using AOP, it would look as follows:

```csharp
[EventLoggingAttribute]
public class Foo : ContextBoundObject
{
    public void bar()
    {
        // do bar()
    }
}
```

The above shows that the code tangential to the bar() method is transferred to another place, particularly, the logging aspect. An aspect is executed without any more knowledge on the client’s part and is functionality factored out of a client’s module in an AOP - like approach. In the above example, the bar() technique does its job, regardless of other aspects. This is beneficial because it increases maintainability, improves reuse and encapsulation of both aspect and module code because of the introduction of decoupling.

2. METADATA AND REFLECTION IN .NET

Reflection refers to a programming language tool which permits access to type information during execution. This mechanism has been affected for various object oriented languages including Java, C# .net and C++. .NET does not confine reflection to a single coding language but rather allows inspection of any .NET assembly using the reflection technology. Runtime type information...
in .NET can be accessed in two different ways namely; language runtime library and the unmanaged metadata interfaces.

2.1 Reflection Through Runtime Library
Under this, the reflection classes are declared in System. Reflection namespace. The GetType method, which is a public method, has a return value object of the type Type contained in the namespace System. The following definitions are represented in each type-instance.

- Class definition
- Interface definition
- Value-class

Through reflection we are able to query about any type characteristic including the access modifiers. The structure of metadata is one of hierarchical nature in which the class System. Reflection. Assembly is at the highest level of the hierarchy. An assembly object relates to at least one dynamic libraries (DLLs) which forms the building block of the .NET unit in question. As indicated in the figure below, System. Reflection. Module is located on the second level of the hierarchy. Drilling down further the metadata tree represents type information for any of the foundations for the .NET virtual object system member.

![metadata hierarchy diagram](image)

**FIGURE 1:** C#.NET Metadata Hierarchy.

In every circumstance, a class instance System. Reflection. MemberInfo stands for a single data element describing each of the below basic units constituting an object.

- Method (System. Reflection. MethodInfo)
- Constructor (System. Reflection. ConstructorInfo)
- Property (System. Reflection. PropertyInfo)
- Field (System. Reflection. FieldInfo)
- Event(System. Reflection. EventInfo)

2.2 Unmanaged Metadata Interface
These are an assortment of COM interfaces whose accessibility is external to the .NET environment. The interface definition is located in the COR.H, found in the Software development kit. The IMetaDataImport.IMetaDataAssemblyImport interface aides in metadata accessibility on the .NET assembly level.

IMetadataDispenser interface provides access to the metadata COM-interface IMetaDataImport.IMetaDataAssemblyImportinterface. The IMetadataDispenser interface as the name suggests dispenses every types of additional metadata interfaces, permitting read and
write access to the .NET metadata. The dispenser is hence accessed through calls to the COM interface.

3. FAULT TOLERANCE REQUIREMENTS EXPRESSED BY C#
We shall demonstrate a simple calculator program in C# to explain how functional C# and non-functional C# (aspect) codes can be integrated together.

3.1 The Calculator Program
As shown by the below code snippet, the C# calculator has been accomplished within a class Calculator found in the namespace Calculate. Operands are stored as data-members Ope1 and Ope2. A public member method Add is implemented by the class.

```csharp
namespace Calculate {
    public class Calculator {
        public Calculator() { Ope1=0; Ope2=0; }
        public double Ope1;
        public double Ope2;
        public double Add() { return Ope1+Ope2; }
    }
}
```

3.1.1 The Unmanaged Metadata Interfaces
The unmanaged metadata interfaces are a collection of COM interfaces that are accessible from “outside” of the .NET environment. You can access them from any Windows program. The interface definition can be found in the COR.H, which is contained in the platform software development kit (platform SDK).

IMetaDataImport.IMetaDataAssemblyImport interface is used for accessing metadata on the .NET assembly level. Access to this interface is obtained via a second interface, called IMetadataDispenser. As the name indicates, this interface “dispenses” all kinds of additional metadata interfaces, which allow read and write access to .NET metadata. Access to the metadata dispenser is obtained via calls to the COM system.

```csharp
hr = CoCreateInstance(CLSID_CorMetaDataDispenser, 0,
                      CLSCTX_INPROC_SERVER,
                      IID_IMetaDataDispenser,
                      (LPVOID*)&m_pIMetaDataDispenser);
hr = m_pIMetaDataDispenser->OpenScope(wszFileName,
ofRead,
IID_IMetaDataImport,
(LPUNKnown *)&m_pIMetaDataImport);
```

3.1.2 Tolerating Crash-Faults in the Calculator
The C# characteristic we are going to implement will entrench fault-tolerance to the calculator class we earlier wrote. The new modified class permits the independent creation and management of objects by clients. Due to the fact that we are using a simpler application, we assume that only crash faults occur at the object level thus we propose a proxy object for management of copies which makes up a single point of failure. Consequently, we assume that consistency of replicas can be maintained without the need of interaction with other replicas. We shall use C#.NET removing so as to spread the object copies across machine interfaces. This would create a distributed environment that tolerates both object and process faults. To maintain replica consistency, consensus rules such as voting scheme and master-slave replication scheme should be implemented. We outline C# attribute to define fault-tolerance requirements [TolerateCrashFault (n)]
The parameter n denotes the number of objects crash faults that are likely to occur before the interruption of the component services. N+1 object replicas are needed so as to tolerate n crash-faults of objects. For our application an attribute has been used to expand the definition of the Calculator class.

```java
[TolerateCrashFault (4)]
public class Calculator {
    /* ... */
}
```

For our calculator application, five replicas would be created and the services continue running as long as one or more object persists.

4. THE ASPECT WEAVER
This tool combines functional and aspect codes. For our case, we design a WrapperAssistant, which operates as our aspect weaver and generates snippets for replica administration. The Wrapper Assistant utilizes introspection and reflection techniques centered across the C#.NET CLR (Common Language Runtime) metadata to identify task signatures sent by a component and to create proxy classes for the exported classes. The TolerateCrashFault (n) attribute controls the behavior of replica management scheme. The WrapperAssistant dialog provides the user with a list of classes that have been applied in a certain .NET assembly. Code will then be generated for the particular proxy class by the WrapperAssistant depending on the class selected by the user in the list. The client programmer needs to make very few enhancements to the generated code; the programmer ought to modify just a line of code to utilize the added fault-tolerance enhancements.

```java
using proxy;
// proxy namespace is imported by client
using calc;
// activates replica administration & fault-tolerance functionalities
void Calculate() {
    Calculator p = new Calculator(); // this comes from the proxy
    // namespace
    p.Ope1=4;
p.Ope2=8;
    Console.WriteLine (c.Add()); // writes to the console
}
```

4.1 Proxy Class Generation
Classes for replica management are generated by the WrapperAssistant inside the proxy namespace. The classes are instrumental in expanding the public classes employed in a particular component. For our calculator application, the below code is generated:
namespace proxy {
public sealed class Calculator:Calc.Calculator {
    Every member role of the initial class is then overwritten with a version having an
    indistinguishable signature and routes the function calls to object copies instead of implementing
    them itself. The public variables of the initial class are declared as attributes in the tool-created
    proxy class. This would be as below for the
    new public double Ope1 {
        get { /* ... */ }
        set { /* ... */ }
    }

    The suitable count of base class interfaces has to be generated inside the constructor of the
    proxy class. The number is provided by the TolerateCrashFault attribute as shown below.
    public sealed class
    TolerateCrashFaults:System.Attribute {
        private int f_i;
        public TolerateCrashFaults(int i) {f_i=i; }
        public int Count
            { get { return f_i+1; } }
    }

    The count of intolerable errors is internally recorded by the constructor. The count variable stores
    the number of copies that have to be created. Every overwritten member function in the class
    proxy routes its function-call to every occurrence referenced in the collection. This would be
    represented as follows for the Add function.
    public new double Add()
    { int i;
        double _RetVal=new double();
        for(i=0;i<_bc.Length;i++) {
            if(_bc[i]==null) continue;
            try { _RetVal=_bc[i].Add(); } catch(System.Exception) { _bc[i]=null; }
        }
        return _RetVal;
    }

4.2 Programmatic Tipping
Programmatic tipping is a technique used by high-level code weavers to assemble aspects from
low-level devices. This technique allows addition of methods, types and fields programmatically. It
is usually done using a compiled language. Below is an example of programmatic tipping.
public override void ProvideAspects(object targetElement,
    LaosReflectionAspectCollection collection)
{
    // Get the target type. Type targetType = (Type) targetElement;
    // On the type, add a Composition aspect to implement
    // the IBindable interface.

    collection.AddAspect(targetType, new
        AddBindableInterfaceSubAspect());

    // Add a OnMethodBoundaryAspect on each writable non-static property.
foreach (PropertyInfo property in targetType.GetProperties())
{
    if (property.DeclaringType == targetType &&
        property.CanWrite )
    {
        MethodInfo method = property.GetSetMethod();
        if (!method.IsStatic)
            collection.AddAspect(method,
                new OnPropertySetSubAspect(property.Name, this));
    }
}

4.2.1 Custom Attributes
Custom attributes is an approach in which aspects are programmed as custom attributes and
normally applied to fields, classes and methods. This example below implements transaction
boundaries in .NET.

Imports PostSharp.Laos
Imports System.Transactions
<Serializable>
Public NotInheritable Class TransactionScopeAttribute
    Inherits OnMethodBoundaryAspect
    Public Overrides Sub OnEntry(
        ByVal eventArgs As PostSharp.Laos.MethodExecutionEventArgs)
        eventArgs.State = New TransactionScope()
    End Sub
    Public Overrides Sub OnExit(
        ByVal eventArgs As PostSharp.Laos.MethodExecutionEventArgs)
        Dim transactionScope As TransactionScope = eventArgs.State
        If eventArgs.Exception Is Nothing Then
            transactionScope.Complete()
            End If
            transactionScope.Dispose()
    End Sub
End Class

Transactional methods can be created using a new custom attribute as shown below.

<TransactionScope>
Sub Transfer(ByVal fromAccount As Account,
    ByVal toAccount As Account, ByVal amount As Decimal)
    fromAccount.Balance -= amount
    toAccount.Balance += amount
End Sub

It is required that custom attributes should be applied to each target explicitly but this is usually a
challenge. This is because .NET languages do not offer the possibility to apply custom attributes
to a set of code elements. A 'multicast' mechanism can be used to solve this problem. This is
illustrated in the following code.

<assembly: TransactionScope(TargetTypes="MyNamespace.*")>

5. CROSS CUTTING CONCERN AND TANGLED CODE
Aspect Oriented programming is a technique used in programming to separate cross cut code
across different modules in an application. Software applications are mostly developed to meet
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business concerns. For example, a customer sales management software can have the requirements such as add, update, delete customer information, track sales and customers, ability to generate and print reports and a facility to send email. We will now use this requirement to elaborate cross cutting concern and tangled code.

The above business requirements are illustrated in the class diagram below.

The diagram shows how the four concerns for application are met. According to object oriented programming (OOP), every object should only be concerned about its functionality. For example, “ClsSales” should only be concerned with maintaining sales information. From the above example, the core concerns are maintaining customer and sales records. The cross cut concerns are printing, sending email, logging and these spans across all the modules. This causes tangling of codes since there are several objects used across the modules. The codes are also called tangled in AOP methodology.

The cross cut code can be separated from the core modules by creating modules for cross cut and those for core functions separated. An AOP compiler can then generate a single executable even if the modules are separate. This process is called weaving and it is illustrated in the figure below.

AOP compilers are helpful in addressing the cross cut challenges. Types of AOP compliers are compile time weaving, link time weaving and run time weaving.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
There is no good method of encapsulating without violating the integrity of the code. Aspect-Oriented Programming provides a solution to this challenge and enables better isolation of
responsibility, a more succinct code and encapsulation, all of which add to faster development times, increased comprehensibility and eased maintenance.

In this paper, it is pointed out, the pros and cons of the crosscutting concerns and the necessity of bringing the aspect oriented programming in to the limelight. This concept had a short term life in previous decade, but could not be extended, due to various reasons.

Though major software providers have chosen different approaches to achieve the above concept, this is the time to educate the IT world about efficiency of AOP using major .NET framework, and this paper does it to the best of my research.

As the support and implementation of AOP increases, the security concerns will also grow, which will increase the scale of fault tolerance. This will lead to further research to bring down the FT. Looking on the other side, there are few vendors who made attempts to integrate AOP with .NET framework and had also been successful to an extent. I believe this is the right time to make a smart move i.e. incorporate AOP in to corporate major programming concepts.
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Abstract

Unlike most object oriented programming languages, Python does not use braces such as “{” and “}”. Therefore, mixed tabs and spaces are used for indentation. However, they are causing problems in Python. Several approaches are applied to eliminate the problem that is not only for machine-readable form but also for proof reading for human. Often, characteristics of some programming behaviors are sometimes ambiguous. In such case, it is better for human to review what machines may not handle well, but the majority of python source code editors do not provide visually attracting environment. To provide the solution to both problems, concept of using cellblock in spreadsheet as an indent space for python source code is introduced.

Keywords: Source Code, Visualization, Spreadsheet, Python, Stereopsis Algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION

Spreadsheet contains a table of values arranged in rows and columns where each value may have predefined relationship with values in other cells [1]. Python is an interpreted, object-oriented, high-level programming language that runs in major operating systems such as, Linux/Unix, Windows, OS/2, Mac, and Amiga [2]. It can be integrated with COM, .NET, COBRA objects, or implement Python for Java Virtual Machine (JVM) using Jython [3].

There are numbers of studies concerning software visualization, where pictures, graphs or animations can acquire information about specific program. Although significant numbers of software visualization products are released, most of those products are not compatible among each other when it comes to sharing their data. One approach to solve this problem is to use a widely used application with powerful feature that is already built in it [5]. This study suggests how to use such application to write and fix errors as a first step to use its source code as a data to visualize software. Calculating numbers with visualizing it result in graphs are magnificent, but if source codes can be analyzed and counted by given conditions, it can be a commonly used program which is easy to get access and since it is widely used, sharing data between users are not difficult. Python programming language was chosen in here since it had a problem that most languages did not have and thought it could benefit more from using this method. Indent style is unnecessary for most programming languages. Rather, it is used for more clear understanding of how the source code is constructed in human readable form. For indentation, using multiple spaces and tabs were common to programmers in most programming languages. However, spaces used for indentation may vary from time to time, different programming language may use different number of spaces, or they may diverge among source code editors which programmers use preferably.
Unlike other programming languages that use braces such as “{” and “}” for block of codes, Python relies on indentation. An issue arises when several programmers get involved with editing the same source code while they use different editors that has different spaces step up for indentation. This study analyzes the Python source code and displays its indentation level on spreadsheet to resolve the confusion in mixed indent style as well as, to examine potential problem.

UNIX users or old python programmers used adding 8 spaces for each indentation, but current recommendation for one indentation is using 4 spaces [4]. This can cause problematic python source code if a programmer decides to reuse old source code when they have different size of indent block. Moreover, numbers of Microsoft Windows based Microsoft Visual Studio programmers use tab as indentation, which is default indent block, which is used by Visual Studio 2005/2007.

2. USING CELL BLOCK IN SPREADSHEET AS INDENT SPACE FOR PYTHON

2.1 Motivation

This People from different background have different way of writing source code. However, when it comes to indent style, they should all follow the same rule. Changing a way of doing things, which have been done for a while, may not be easy to fix. Eventually, there are going to be errors made. When using the cell as an indented block, this problem can be solved. A program can be written in a way to count numbers of spaces for indentation in python source code. It should count the spaces for the indentation wherever it first occurs and save its one block of indentation information on a file, so that it can be imported from spreadsheet later. If indented spaces are 8 spaces, 16 spaces, 24 spaces which is multiple of 8, then 8 spaces should be marked as one block of indentation, 16 spaces as 2 blocks and so on.

2.2 Proposal

If mismatch spaces of indent style is found, a program should correct it assuming a small mistake, but also inform the programmer that such error was found. When 8 spaces were used in an indentation and 7 spaces of indentation were found, it is easy to tell that one space is missing. However, some programmers use 4 spaces for indentation, which makes it when 6 spaces of indentation was found, it can be confusing to tell right away whether the indentation was meant for 4 or 8 spaces. One of the techniques to solve this problem is what we decided to call it a “Stereopsis” algorithm.

Stereopsis algorithm is similar to visualization spreadsheet where users lay out two data sets next to each other to compare to data groups [6].

One of the outputs, a “right eye view”, of this program will mark indentation that if in 8 spacing indent style, a line with less than 8 spaces will be marked as no indentation, less than 16 spaces will be marked as 1 indented block, and less than 24 spaces will be marked as 2 indented blocks. The other output, a “left eye view”, will show a line with spaces greater than 0 will get 1 indented block, greater than 8 spaces will get 2 indented blocks, and greater than 16 spaces will get 3 indented blocks. If source code has no error in indent style, both output will produce same result, but if there is an indent spacing that is different from others, error flag is raised which it can be check by the programmer later.
3. CASE STUDY

```python
# Halstead Complexity output
#
if ((h == True and gotfile == True) or (s != True and c != True and h != True and gotfile == True)):
    print
    print '---------------------'
    print 'Halstead\'s Complexity'
    print '---------------------'
print
print ("Class Name").ljust(25),
print ("Operators").ljust(12),print(4),
print ("Operands").ljust(10),print(4),
print ("Unique").ljust(10),print(4),
print ("Unique")
print (".ljust(51),
print ("Operators").ljust(10),print(4),
print ("Operands")
print '-----------------------------------------------'

t_halo = 0
	_halo = 0
	_halo = 0
for key in result.keys():
    try:
        print (key+'').ljust(25),
    except:
        # print ("Total number of ").ljust(30),
        dummy = 2
        if (key):
            print (str(result[key]).ljust(5),ljust(11),
            t_halo = t_halo + result[key]
            print (str(result[key]).ljust(4),ljust(10),
            t_halo = t_halo + result[key]
            print (str(result[key]).ljust(4),ljust(10),
            t_halo = t_halo + result[key]
            print (str(result[key]).ljust(4),ljust(10),
            t_halo = t_halo + result[key]
            else
                print ("Error occurred")
        print ("Total Number").ljust(25),
        print str(t_halo).ljust(5),ljust(11),
        print str(t_halo).ljust(4),ljust(10),
        print str(t_halo).ljust(4),ljust(10),
        print str(t_halo).ljust(4),ljust(10),
    print
```

**FIGURE 3.1**: Python Source Code.

3.1 Limitation of Python Source Code Editor

Figure 3.1 shows one section of typical python source code, but there is an error, which might be hard to catch if condition statements or a loop contains several more lines of code. A programmer has to rely on the compiler to check the location of an error to find it. To be able to check errors in the source code without compiling save a lot of time, but before suggesting a solution to this, we will first go over with how an error is found and fixed just by using the source code and a compiler. After source code is ready, a programmer run compiler to see if there are any errors. If errors are found, the compiler usually returns line numbers. From compiling source code, we got an error and the line number where it points to else statement. Figure 3.2 shows where the error was in Figure 3.1. However, if this code is written or exported to a spreadsheet, it can be found fairly easy. Since spreadsheet has option to display vertical and horizontal line to clearly show the individual blocks of cells, we can use this to display the source code to catch an error.
3.2 Stereopsis Algorithm
3.2.1 Left Eye View
When this source code is passed through Stereopsis algorithm, since there is an error in the source code, two different results will occur. Following two figures will show how they appear and what can be done to fix it. These two figures will display mostly where the error occurred.

```python
#Halstead Complexity output
#
if ((a == True and cottle == True) or (b == True and d == True and e == True and f == True and g == True)):
    print('--------------------
print('Halstead\'s Complexity'),
print('--------------------
print('Class Name'),ljust(27),
print('Operators'),ljust(12),rjust(4),
print('Operator'),ljust(10),rjust(4),
print('Unique'),ljust(10),rjust(4),
print(''),ljust(51),
print('Operator'),ljust(10),rjust(4),
print('Operator'),ljust(10),rjust(4),
print('------------------------------

b_hal_operator_num = 0
t_hal_operator_num = 0
t_hal_unique_operator_num = 0
t_hal_unique_opeand_num = 0
for key in result.keys():
    try:
        print (key='').ljust(29),
    except:
        print ('Total number of ').ljust(30),
        dover = 2
        if (key):
            print (str(result[key].hal_operator_num)).rjust(5),ljust(11),
            t_hal_operator_num += result[key].hal_operator_num
            print (str(result[key].hal_opeand_num)).rjust(4),ljust(15),
            t_hal_opeand_num += result[key].hal_opeand_num
            print (str(result[key].hal_unique_opeand_num)).rjust(4),ljust(10),
            t_hal_unique_opeand_num += result[key].hal_unique_opeand_num
            print (str(result[key].hal_unique_opeand_num)).rjust(4),ljust(10),
            t_hal_unique_opeand_num += result[key].hal_unique_opeand_num
    else
        print ('error occurred')
        print ('Total Number'),ljust(29),
        print str(t_hal_operator_num).rjust(5),ljust(11),
        print str(t_hal_opeand_num).rjust(4),ljust(10),
        print str(t_hal_unique_opeand_num).rjust(4),ljust(10),
        print str(t_hal_unique_opeand_num).rjust(4)
        print
```

**FIGURE 3.2:** Line Drawn for Finding an Error.

If (key):
    print (str(result[key].hal_operator_num)).rjust(5),ljust(11),
    t_hal_operator_num += result[key].hal_operator_num
    print (str(result[key].hal_opeand_num)).rjust(4),ljust(10),
    t_hal_opeand_num += result[key].hal_opeand_num
    print (str(result[key].hal_unique_opeand_num)).rjust(4),ljust(10),
    t_hal_unique_opeand_num += result[key].hal_unique_opeand_num
    print (str(result[key].hal_unique_opeand_num)).rjust(4),
    t_hal_unique_opeand_num += result[key].hal_unique_opeand_num
else
    print('error occurred')

**FIGURE 3.3:** Source Code from the Left Eye Method.
The left eye method inserts a block of indentation when default number of spaces in indent style is counted. Any spaces from 0 to 7 will get no block of indentation. Spaces from 8 to 15 will get one block of indentation. Spaces from 16 to 23 will get two block of indentation. This python code used 8 spaces for one block of indentation. The left eye method inserted 2 blocks of indentation when if statement had 16 spaces in front. However, 17 spaces where found before else statement started, thus it added 3 blocks of indentation. In the Left Eye method, one example of formula may be written as: Number of blocks of indentation equals spaces in front of current line of code divided by default indented spaces and add one if the remainder is greater than zero.

3.2.2 Right Eye View

Next figure is an output of the Right Eye method.

![Source Code from the Right Eye Method](image)

FIGURE 3.4: Source Code from the Right Eye Method.

It is possible to find an error from examining from Figure 3.4 only but, when two different source codes are present, finding an error can be more convenient, because a programmer does not have to go through whole source code but find the difference in those source codes and make a correction. In this case, a programmer should select a result from the Right Eye method and choose it as code to be use. In the Right Eye method, formula can be written as: Number of blocks of indentation equals spaces in front of current line of code divided by default indented spaces.

3.2.3 Simple Error Correction

For simple error correction and handling, an error correction algorithm can be implemented while migrated to spreadsheet to remove problem in Figure 3.1. If the default indentation has 4 spaces, put no indentation to a code that has 0~1 spaces in front, level one indentation to a code with 3~5 spaces, and level two indentation to a code with 7~9 spaces in front. This will get rid of problems when a space bar is pressed a little bit more (or less) than intended. In Figure 3.1, default indentation is 8 spaces, which makes code with 0~2 spaces in front will have no indentation, code with 6~10 spaces will have level one indentation, code with 14~18 spaces will have level two indentation, and so on. This case, the result of simple error correction has same output as the right eye view. Indent spaces that is close to middle of the first indentation and next indentation should be alerted to a programmer, because it is risky to depend wholly on the computer to correct it automatically. These errors are sometimes ambiguous even to the programmer hence, the decision should be made manually by the programmer with clear information by presenting both result from Stereopsis algorithm.

3.2.4 Stereopsis Result

A python source code passed through Stereopsis algorithm will have 3 output files in Comma Separated Value (CSV) files and a message displayed on monitor screen. "_l" is added to file name which contains output through the left eye view whereas, "_r" and "_sec" will be added to output files passed through the right eye view and simple error correction, respectively. Messages on the monitor should contain location of indent mismatch from default indent spacing, suggested
indent space, and which indent style should be used. With this information, a python programmer should have sufficient enough knowledge to correct the source code. To demonstrate how the spaces were either indented or not, a sample file name “test.txt” was created. This file contains a sentence with tabs and whitespaces inserted in front.

When passed through Stereopsis algorithm, 3 outputs are generated along with result message. In Figure 3.6, file “test_r.csv” will mark cell block when there are 8 or more spaces. Cell blocks are added if whitespaces are 8 to 15 spaces. Two cell blocks are added if whitespaces are 16 to 23. Tabs are treated as 8 spaces.

File “test_l.csv” will mark a cell block in front, if there is any space greater than one. Cell blocks are added if whitespaces are 1 to 8 spaces. Two cell blocks are added if whitespaces are 9 to 16. Tabs are treated as 8 spaces just like in the right eye view. Figure 3.7 shows the result of “test.txt” in “test_l.csv” with appropriate cell block inserted.
File “test_sec.csv” is the one that most programmers may like, since it corrects any little mistakes in intent spacing. This is not true if mistakes were made outside the correction range. One of the examples that simple error correction cannot correct is when indentation error exceeds more than 8 spaces. However, Stereopsis algorithm will still catch the mismatching indent style and inform the programmer where the error was made.

Any mistakes equal to or smaller than 8 spaces or one tab will be corrected, but if indent error is greater than 8 spaces, the programmer may use output from the left or right eye view to make an adjustment.

Since spreadsheet eliminates and mismatch in indent style, this is a good way to write a python source code. However, direct python compiler is still needed to get the python to work, which is written, in spreadsheet format. This should be included in the future work, until then, python source code in spreadsheet can be exported to text file to be run.
Following figures 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 shows each python source code in spreadsheet.

![Figure 3.9](image1)

**FIGURE 3.9: test_l.csv in Spreadsheet.**

![Figure 3.10](image2)

**FIGURE 3.10: test_r.csv in Spreadsheet.**
FIGURE 3.11: test_sec.csv in Spreadsheet.

Figure 3.12: Colored Indented Blocks
3.3 Coloring Cell Block
In information visualization spreadsheets, cells may have abstract data sets, selection criteria, viewing specifications and other information required to customize specific views, have been developed to allow end users access to rich visualizations of data [7]. An idea of containing information about surrounding cells can boost the visualization if coordinated carefully. With each blocks of cell represent an indentation, a programmer still need to count the number of blocks to check when two or more functions or statements are apart from each other but expected to be in same indentation. Using a built-in feature in Microsoft Excel 2005/2007, cell blocks can be colored when it meets given conditions. When block of cell is colored with pre-defined color, it will save time counting blocks of cells in front of the code.

In Figure 3.12, each n-th level of indented blocks is colored to show the location of the indented block in a source code. In this case, the yellow represents the first indent block, green the second, orange the third, purple the fourth, red the fifth and blue which represents it is on the sixth indented block. If empty line was inserted to a source code, none of the blocks were colored to avoid confusion. Coloring cell by condition statements are used to on Excel feature which allows user to fill the cell with data additionally, uses its data to give information for visualization [8].

4. CONCLUSION
Further study of this subject may be to add options work with spreadsheets with different types that are widely used, such as OpenOffice.org Calc, Apple Numbers, etc. Using spreadsheet features to analyze the source code, for example, count the number of classes, functions, variables, and lines of code to compute the complexity of the program. In Microsoft Excel VBA (Visual Basic Application) is provided when OpenOffice has StarOffice Basic in CALC (spreadsheets) to allow complex calculation using programming language based on the data from the spreadsheet [9]. Grouping and Outling in Excel as well as hiding cells features will provide grouping classes or structure when editing python source code which is in most object oriented language source code editor. This will allow programmers to look at the source code with abstract information where it only shows classes, functions and structures name.

When there are many programmers using numbers of different types of editor to work on one program, it is hard to maintain a single style of way of writing code. Thus, an application is needed to recognize different styles and synthesize them for ease of collaboration in work among programmers with different background. Such application should display the problem with more clear and in meaningful matter.
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